
Are You Smarter Than A 5th Grader?™ takes interactivity to a higher 

level and keeps players involved. Featuring trivia questions, robust 

bonus rounds and more, the non-stop action captures a player’s 

undivided attention for a riveting gaming experience. One  of the 

shining stars of the AGS It Pays To Know series, Are You Smarter 

Than a 5th Grader? leverages a well-known TV show to 

deliver instant excitement as soon as it hits the floor.

head of the class!
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game features
• 5 reels, 1,024 ways to win

• Max bet: 250 or 400 credits

• Min bet: 50 credits

• Special game feature: It Pays to Know™ trivia bonus

• Bonus features: Gold Star bonus, Field Trip bonus, 
 Mega Block Spins bonus, Mystery Jackpots 

• Player or casino configurable denominations: 
 1¢, 2¢, 5¢

• Multiple payout template options

game description
Players instantly recognize the hit TV show 
transformed into a unique interactive game. Are 
You Smarter Than A 5th Grader? ™ tests a player’s 
trivia knowledge with our proprietary It Pays to Know™ 
feature, exclusive to AGS. The trivia bonus is based 
upon actual questions from the television program. 
The more players know, the more they can win in a 
gaming experience they’ll want to repeat again and 
again. With five exciting bonus rounds and a 4-level 
progressive jackpot, players will keep coming back 
until they are head of the class!



It Pays to Know™ Trivia Bonus
The trivia bonus is based upon actual questions from the “Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader” television program. 

When the trivia booth symbols appears anywhere on the third reel, the player will enter the bonus round. They 
will be prompted to choose one from among four helpers. The selected helper will award a multiplier, and after it 
is chosen a question from the current grade level will be presented. The award will be based on the current grade 

level and the number of guesses made. Answering the question correctly on the first, second or third guess will 
complete the current grade and advance the player to the next grade level.

Field Trip Bonus
Three or more scattered school bus symbols will initiate the Field Trip bonus. 

The player will be prompted to choose 5 from among 30 tickets to reveal awards 
consisting of multipliers, extra spins, extra picks and diplomas for grades 1 

through 5. The player will then enter a free spin round, which will start with 7, 14 
or 21 spins depending upon how many symbols triggered the bonus.

Mega Block Spin
When the player collects all of the diplomas in the Field Trip bonus, the 

Mega Block Spin is initiated. The Mega Block Spin is one spin with 32,768 
ways to win. The spin uses the same bet multiplier as the originating 

wager and the same winning combinations as the base game. As the reels 
begin to spin, a number of extra “hovering” wilds equal to the number of 

triggers that initiated the field trip bonus will be randomly placed over the 
reels, with at least one wild on each of reels 2, 3 and 4.

Mystery Jackpots
On any base game spin, one of four mystery jackpots may be 

awarded. Mystery jackpots are not dependent on game outcome 
and every wager qualifies. Each mystery jackpot is guaranteed to 

hit by the posted upper award limit, subject to an eligibility limit of 
one jackpot awarded per initiating wager.

Gold Star Bonus
When the player completes 
all five grades in the trivia 

bonus they will enter the gold 
star bonus. The player will be 
prompted to select one of five 
gold stars to reveal an award.

MIN BET 50 credits BET LEVELS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

MAX BET 250 credits DENOMS 1¢, 2¢, 5¢

Payout % Progressive % Mystery 
Progressive Seed % Total Payout % Hold % Hit 

Frequency % Top Award

85.09% 1.00% 2.00% 88.09% 11.91% 38.25%

$5,180.25*
at max bet

87.09% 1.00% 2.00% 90.09% 9.91% 38.14%

88.98% 1.00% 2.00% 91.98% 8.02% 37.99%

91.09% 1.00% 2.00% 94.09% 5.91% 37.81%

 *Top Award is based on simulated result of 10,000,000 games and based on $0.01 denomination and excluding Mystery Progressive.

MIN BET 50 credits BET LEVELS 1, 2, 4, 6, 8

MAX BET 400 credits DENOMS 1¢, 2¢, 5¢

Payout % Progressive % Mystery 
Progressive Seed % Total Payout % Hold % Hit 

Frequency % Top Award

85.09% 1.00% 2.00% 88.09% 11.91% 38.25%

$8,288.40*
at max bet

87.09% 1.00% 2.00% 90.09% 9.91% 38.14%

88.98% 1.00% 2.00% 91.98% 8.02% 37.99%

91.09% 1.00% 2.00% 94.09% 5.91% 37.81%

 *Top Award is based on simulated result of 10,000,000 games and based on $0.01 denomination and excluding Mystery Progressive.


